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Background: Diffusion-derived vessel density (DDVD) is a physiological surrogate of the area of micro-
vessels per unit tissue area. DDVD is calculated according to: DDVD(b0b5) = Sb0/ROIarea0 – Sb5/
ROIarea5, where Sb0 and Sb5 refer to the tissue signal when b is 0 or 5 s/mm2. This study applied DDVD to 
assess the perfusion of rectal carcinoma (RC). 
Methods: MRI was performed with a 3.0-T magnet. Diffusion weighted image with b-values of  
0, 5 s/mm2 were acquired in 113 patients with non-mucinous RC and 15 patients with mucinous RC. 
Diffusion-derived vessel density ratio [DDVDr(b0b5)] was DDVD(b0b5) of RC divided by DDVD(b0b5) 
of tumor-free rectal wall. 
Results: The median value of the DDVDr(b0b5) for non-mucinous RCs was 1.430, with the majority 
of RCs showing a higher DDVD than the adjacent tumor-free wall [i.e., with DDVDr(b0b5) >1]. 90.3% 
(102/113) of non-mucinous RCs were hypervascular, 1.77% (2/113) were iso-vascular, and 7.96% (9/113) 
were hypovascular. The median value of the DDVDr(b0b5) for mucinous RCs was 1.660. 73.3% (11/15) of 
mucinous RCs were hypervascular, and 26.7% (4/15) were hypovascular. A trend (P=0.09) was noted that 
earlier clinical grades non-mucinous RCs had a higher DDVDr(b0b5) than those of the advanced clinical 
grades (2.245 for grade 0&I, 1.460 for grade II, 1.430 for grade III, 1.130 for grade IV). A non-significant 
trend was noted with well and moderately differentiated non-mucinous RCs had a higher DDVDr(b0b5)
than that of poorly differentiated non-mucinous RCs (median: 1.460 vs. 1.320). A non-significant trend was 
noted with MRI-detected extramural vascular invasion (mrEMVI) positive non-mucinous RCs had a higher 
DDVDr(b0b5) than that of mrEMVI negative non-mucinous RCs (1.630 vs. 1.370). 
Conclusions: DDVD results in this study approximately agree with contrast agent dynamically enhanced 
CT literature data. 
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Introduction

Rectal carcinoma (RC) is one of the most common 
malignant tumors in the world. Despite the progress in 
RC screening programs and treatment, the 5-year overall 
survival remains low. The prognosis of primary RC is 
associated with clinical staging and the differentiation 
degree. Imaging is vital in diagnostic workup, therapeutic 
planning, and monitoring. Angiogenesis plays an important 
role in the process of growth and metastasis of solid tumors 
and is a useful prognostic marker in almost all carcinomas, 
including colorectal cancer (1-3). An in vivo marker of RC 
angiogenesis is valuable for diagnosis, risk stratification, 
and monitoring of therapeutic success in RC patients. 
Numerous imaging studies have been conducted to study 
the perfusion status of RC, with the common modalities 
including dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) CT (4-6), 
DCE MRI (7,8), intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) 
MRI (9,10). RCs mostly show higher perfusion values 
compared with the adjacent normal rectal wall. Studies have 
also investigated the potential correlation of quantitative 
parameters derived from imaging with angiogenesis and 
biological aggressiveness of RC.

On diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), blood vessels 
(including micro-vessels) show high signal when there is 
no motion probing gradient (MPG, b=0 s/mm2), while they 
show low signal even when very low b-values (such as b=1 or 
2 s/mm2) are applied. Thus, the signal difference between 
images when the motion probing gradient is off and images 
when the motion probing gradient is on reflects the extent 
of tissue vessel density. Recently, Wáng proposed that liver 
tissue micro-perfusion can be measured by a DWI-derived 
surrogate biomarker (DDVD: diffusion-derived vessel 
density) (11): 

( )
( )

DDVD b0b2 =Sb0/ROIarea0 Sb2/ROIarea2 

unit: arbitrary unit au /pixel

−

  
 [1] 

where ROIarea0 and ROIarea2 refer to the number of pixel 
in the selected region-of-interest (ROI) on b=0 s/mm2 and 
b=2 s/mm2 images, respectively. Sb0 refers to the measured 
total liver signal intensity within the ROI when b=0 s/mm2, 
and Sb2 refers to the measured total liver signal intensity 
within the ROI when b=2 s/mm2, thus Sb/ROIarea equates 
to the mean signal intensity within the ROI. Sb2 and 
ROIarea2 can also be approximated by other low b-value 
diffusion image data. 

DDVD can be interpreted as a physiological surrogate 
of the area of micro-vessels per unit tissue area, which 

can be conceptually converted to a surrogate of the volume 
of micro-vessels per tissue unit volume if multiple slices 
are integrated. The clinical usefulness of DDVD as a 
straightforward diffusion imaging biomarker has been 
recently demonstrated (11-18). DDVD is a useful parameter 
for the distinguishing of livers with and without fibrosis, and 
livers with severer fibrosis tend to have even lower DDVD 
measurements than those with milder liver fibrosis (11-13). 
Zheng et al. (14) described spleen DDVD is decreased in viral 
hepatitis-b liver fibrosis patients. Huang et al. (15) showed 
that DDVD analysis demonstrates liver parenchyma has an 
age-dependent decrease of micro-perfusion. This agrees 
with the known physiological age-dependent reduction in 
liver blood flow which has been well documented using 
a variety of technical methods including histology, dye 
dilution, and indicator clearance. Pathohistological studies 
and contrast-enhanced CT/MRI data showed higher blood 
volume in HCC relative to native liver tissue. Li et al. (16) 
applied DDVD to assess the perfusion of hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC). DDVD results (ratio of HCC DDVD to 
background liver DDVD equals around 3.0) approximately 
agreed with contrast agent dynamically enhanced CT/
MRI literature data (19,20), whereas DDVD results differ 
from earlier IVIM study results where HCC perfusion 
fraction (PF) was paradoxically lower relative to native liver  
tissue (16). Li et al. also demonstrated a slightly higher 
DDVD value for microvascular invasion positive HCCs 
than for microvascular invasion negative HCCs, and 
a slightly higher DDVD value for more malignment 
HCCs than for better differentiated HCCs. On the other 
hand, earlier IVIM studies demonstrated slightly lower 
perfusion measures for MVI(+) HCCs or more malignment 
HCCs. He et al. (17) reported that DDVD analysis of the 
placenta allowed excellent separation of normal and early 
preeclampsia pregnancies. More recently, Lu et al. (18) 
reported that DDVD was significantly higher in pregnant 
women with placenta accreta spectrum disorders than 
women with normal placenta, and especially higher in 
patients with placenta increta and percreta.

The analysis of DDVD requires only two b-values (with 
one being b=0 s/mm2), allowing a significantly shorter 
scanning time than DCE CT/MRI or IVIM imaging. Such 
a protocol can be completed within a signal breath-hold 
duration, which renders it useful when the target organ 
is subject to respiratory motion. Compared with contrast 
agent DCE imaging, DDVD protocol does not involve 
contrast injection, data acquisition is much faster, and data 
post-processing is also relatively straightforward. This study 
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evaluates the potential applications of DDVD to assess the 
perfusion of RC. 

Methods

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The conduct of the study 
was approved by the local institutional ethical committee, 
and informed consent was obtained for all study subjects. 
All patients had primary RC with surgical pathology or 
biology confirmation. We excluded: (I) recurrent carcinoma; 
(II) neoadjuvant therapy was administered before MR 
examination; (III) the tumor did not have a sufficiently 
large parenchyma area for selecting ROIs (for all included 
tumors, longitudinal length was >13 mm and axial area was 
>230 mm2 in the largest plane). We enrolled 130 patients 
(with two patients later excluded for analysis), their clinical 
staging (21), histological grading (22), MRI-detected 
extramural vascular invasion (mrEMVI, Figures S1,S2) 
(23,24), are shown in Figure 1. Non-mucinous carcinoma 
and mucinous carcinoma were separately grouped due to 
the different biological behaviours of these two groups of 

tumors. Mucinous carcinoma is characterized by abundant 
extracellular mucin that constitutes more than 50% of the 
tumor volume. Mucinous RC is related to a lower response 
rate to chemoradiotherapy, and poorer prognosis compared 
to non-mucinous RC, even when corrected for clinical  
stage (25). 

The rectal MR examination was performed using a 
3.0T MRI scanner (Magnetom Verio; Siemens Healthcare, 
Erlangen, Germany) equipped with an 8-channel body-
matrix coil. All patients were routinely intramuscularly 
injected with 20 mg of Anisodamine to minimize intestinal 
peristaltic movement. Prior to the initial MRI scan,  
30–120 mL of ultrasound gel was injected into the rectum 
to make the boundary of tumor displayed more clearly. In 
addition to standard rectal MRI (10), a single-shot spin-echo 
echo-planar-imaging sequence IVIM-DWI sequence was 
sampled prior to any gadolinium injection. Scan parameters 
included: TR/TE, 3,800/74.7 ms; FOV 300×245 mm;  
6 mm slice thickness; inter-slice gap: 0.6 mm; voxel size 
2.7×2.7×6.0 mm; signal averaging =2. A total of 16 b-values 
(0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 1,000, 
1,500, 2,000 s/mm2) were applied. Standardly 21 slices were 

130 rectum carcinoma patients

114 patients with non-mucinous carcinoma

113 patients finally included #

Male: n=69; Female: n=44 

Age: 29-83 years (mean: 58.57 years)

Tumor differentiation (n=113)

• Well & moderately differentiated: n=97

• Poorly differentiated: n=16

mrEMVI (n=113)

• mrEMVI(–): n=87

• mrEMVI(+): n=26

Clinical staging (n=15)

• Stage II: n=4

• Stage III: n=10

• Stage IV: n=1

15 patients finally included ¶ 

Male: n=8; Female: n=7 

Age: 22-67 years (mean: 50.16 years)

16 patients with mucinous carcinoma

Clinical staging (n=105) 

• Stage 0: n=1

• Stage I: n=13

• Stage II: n=29

• Stage III: n=51

• Stage IV: n=11

(8 patients lacking staging)

Figure 1 Flow diagram of patient inclusion. #, in one patient, tumor-free rectal signals at b=5/10 images were higher than tumor-free rectal 
wall at b=0 images. MRI signal is not always stable and can be affected by many factors including motion artifacts and scaling factor. Data 
of this patient was excluded from analysis; ¶, one patient did not have tumor-free rectal wall, and this patient was excluded from analysis. 
In mucinous carcinoma group, three cases were MRI-detected extramural vascular invasion positive. mrEMVI, MRI-detected extramural 
vascular invasion; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/QIMS-24-406-Supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/QIMS-24-406-Supplementary.pdf
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acquired for each patient and the images were sufficient to 
cover the entirety of the RC in all cases. Diffusion images 
with three b-values of 0, 5, and 10 s/mm2 were analysed in 
the current study. 

DDVD measurement was conducted with Yingran Image 
Analytics software Diffeye version 1.0 (Yingran Medicals, 
Hong Kong SAR, China). Tumor border and tumor-free 
rectal wall were identified on standard anatomical T2-
weighted image and a high b-value image. ROIs for both 
tumor and tumor-free rectal wall were segmented on the 
b=0 s/mm2 image (resulting in ROI area of area0) and the 
b=5 (or 10) s/mm2 image (resulting in ROI area of area5 or 
area10) respectively (Figure 2). 

Two parameters were obtained as: 

( )
( )

DDVD b0b5 =Sb0/ROIarea0 Sb5/ROIarea5

unit: arbitrary unit au /pixel

−

  
 [2]

( )
DDVD(b0b10) =Sb0/ROIarea0 Sb10/ROIarea10 

unit: arbitrary unit au /pixel
−

   [3] 

As absolute MR signal intensity is influenced by various 
factors, including B1 spatial inhomogeneity, coil loading, 
receiver gain, and DDVD measurement thresholding, etc., 
in this study the ratio of tumor DDVD to tumor-free rectal 
wall DDVD (DDVDr) was used to minimize these scaling 
factors. DDVDr was taken as: 

( )DDVDr b0b5 =[DDVD(b0b5) of RC]/
[DDVD(b0b5) of rectal wall]     [4]

Figure 2 ROI segmentation of rectal carcinoma and tumor-free rectal wall for DDVD calculation. (A) T2-weighted anatomical image.  
(B-E) DWI acquired at b=2,000, b=0, b=5, and b=10 s/mm2. Tumor region (long arrows) is identified with reference to anatomical image 
and b=2,000 image. ROI for rectal carcinoma (pixels in red color) or tumor-free rectal wall (short arrow, pixels in green color) was carefully 
drawn on b=0, b=5, and b=10 s/mm2 images. T2W, T2-weighted; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; ROI, region-of-interest; DDVD, 
diffusion-derived vessel density.
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( )DDVDr b0b10 =[DDVD(b0b10) of RC]/
[DDVD(b0b10) of rectal wall]     

 
 [5] 

Tumor and the corresponding tumor-free rectal wall 
were measured on all slices with measurable tumor size. 
The mean of all included slice measurements was then 
regarded as the value of the examination, with the last step 
weighted by the ROI area of each slice.

DDVD measures are presented in mean, median, 
and 95% confidence interval (CI). Statistical analysis 
was  per formed us ing  GraphPad Pr i sm Sof tware 
(GraphPad Software Inc. ,  San Diego, CA, USA). 
Comparisons between groups were tested by Kruskal-
Wallis test. A P value <0.05 was considered statistically 
significant, >0.1 as not significant, and between 0.05 and 
0.1 as with a trend of significance (as the current study was 
an exploratory study rather than a confirmatory study with 
pre-determined statistical power). 

Results

The results are shown in Table 1, Figures 3,4. The median 
value of the DDVDr(b0b5) and DDVDr(b0b10) for 
non-mucinous RCs was 1.430 and 1.450 respectively, 

with the majority showing a higher DDVD than the 
adjacent tumor-free wall (i.e., with DDVDr >1). Based on 
DDVD(b0b5), 90.3% (102/113) of the non-mucinous RCs 
were hypervascular, 1.77% (2/113) were iso-vascular, and 
7.96% (9/113) were hypovascular. The median value of 
the DDVDr(b0b5) and DDVDr(b0b10) for mucinous RCs 
was 1.660 and 1.670 respectively. Based on DDVDr(b0b5), 
73.3% (11/15) were hypervascular, and 26.7% (4/15) were 
hypovascular. There was a very good correlation between 
DDVD(b0b5) and DDVD(b0b10) measures (Pearson 
r>0.93, Figure 3).

A trend was noted that earlier clinical grades non-
mucinous RCs had a higher DDVDr(b0b5) than those of 
the advanced clinical grades (median: 2.245 for grade 0&I, 
1.460 for grade II, 1.430 for grade III, 1.130 for grade IV, 
Figure 4A,4B). A non-significant trend was noted with well 
and moderately differentiated non-mucinous RCs having 
higher DDVDr(b0b5) than that of poorly differentiated 
non-mucinous RCs (median: 1.460 vs. 1.320, Figure 4C). 
A non-significant trend (P>0.1) was noted with mrEMVI 
positive non-mucinous RCs had higher DDVDr(b0b5) than 
that of mrEMVI negative non-mucinous RCs (1.630 vs. 
1.370, Figure 4D). The sample size of mucinous RCs was 
too small to allow sub-group analysis.

Table 1 DDVDr(b0b5) value of non-mucinous rectal carcinoma and mucinous rectal carcinoma

Classification
Non-mucinous tumor DDVDr(b0b5) Mucinous tumor DDVDr(b0b5)

n Mean Median 95% CI n Mean Median 95% CI

All 113 1.95 1.43 1.250–1.580 15 1.623 1.66 0.780–2.140

Clinical S*

0&I 14 2.404 2.245 1.130–3.590 0 N/A N/A N/A

II 29 2.224 1.46 1.120–1.810 4 2.083 1.64 0.780–4.270

III 51 1.805 1.43 1.300–1.580 10 1.476 1.66 0.380–2.320

IV 11 1.434 1.13 0.930–2.120 1 1.25 1.25 N/A

Histological S

W & m D 97 1.985 1.46 1.250–1.580 0 N/A N/A N/A

Poorly D 16 1.737 1.32 1.120–2.450 15 1.623 1.66 0.780–2.140

mrEMVI

(−) 87 1.917 1.37 1.220–1.560 12 1.778 1.67 0.780–2.320

(+) 26 1.962 1.63 1.170–2.120 3 1.003 1.25 0.370–1.390

*, 8 patients lacking staging. DDVDr(b0b5), diffusion-derived vessel density ratio (RC to rectal wall) computed from b=0 and  
b=5 s/mm2 diffusion weighted images; CI, confidence interval; Clinical S, clinical staging; N/A, not applicable; Histological S, histological 
staging; W & m D, well & moderately differentiated; Poorly D, poorly differentiated; mrEMVI, MRI-detected extramural vascular invasion; 
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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Figure 3 RC DDVDr value (A) and the correlation between DDVD(b0b5) and DDVD(b0b10). If the DDVDr is >1, then the tumor is 
hypervascular relative to rectal wall. If the ratio value is <1, then the tumor is hypovascular relative to rectal wall. For both non-mucinous 
RCs and mucinous RCs(#), the majority is hypervascular. DDVDr(b0b5) and DDVDr(b0b10) showed similar trends. B and C (non-mucinous 
RCs and the adjacent tumor-free rectal wall) show good correlation between DDVD(b0b5) and DDVD(b0b10) both for rectal wall and for 
RC. Grey lines indicate hypothetical 1-to-1 perfect correlation. Tissues on b=10 image are expected to have a lower signal than on b=5 image 
and thus DDVD(b0b10) will be larger than DDVD(b0b5), therefore on (B) and (C) the dots are mostly ‘above’ the grey line. The dots 
below the grey line present measurement imperfection. These dots are overall few and even fewer for RC measures than for rectal wall. This 
is understandable as rectal wall is thin and more difficult to measure [mucinous RCs and the adjacent tumor-free rectal wall show similar 
patterns as in (B) and (C)]. Bars in (A): median value. DDVDr, diffusion-derived vessel density ratio (RC to rectal wall); DDVD(b0b5), 
diffusion-derived vessel density computed from b=0 and b=5 s/mm2 diffusion weighted images; DDVD(b0b10), diffusion-derived vessel 
density computed from b=0 and b=10 s/mm2 diffusion weighted images; DDVDr(b0b5), diffusion-derived vessel density ratio (RC to rectal 
wall) computed from b=0 and b=5 s/mm2 diffusion weighted images; RC, rectal carcinoma. 

Discussion

Earlier perfusion CT studies demonstrated RC mostly has 
higher perfusion compared with that of tumor-free rectal 
wall. Sahani et al. (4) reported a blood flow (mL/100 g/min) of 
31.02±15.55 for normal rectum wall and 60.33±29.13 for RC. 
Bellomi et al. (5) reported a blood flow (mL/100 g/min) of 20.8 
(16.9, 38.2, median and 95% CI) for normal rectum wall and 
65.4 (44.3, 107.0) for RC, a blood volume (mL/100 g) of 2.2 
(1.7, 2.9) for normal rectum wall and 5.9 (4.5, 6.4) for RC. A 
graphic comparison of our results and the results of Sahani 
et al. and Bellomi et al. as shown in Figure 5, demonstrating 
good agreements in term of RC values relative to rectum 
wall value between DDVD results and CT results, though 
the exact correlation in the physiological meaning of 
DDVD measure and perfusion CT measure has not been 
established. 

In the current study, a trend was noted that advanced 
clinical staging and poorer tumor differentiation of RC 
were associated with lower DDVD. This is consistent with 
earlier CT perfusion studies. Xu et al. (26) reported clinical 
staging I, II, III, and IV colorectal carcinomas had perfusion 
CT blood flow (mL/100 g/min) of 63.13±14.47, 41.52±12.31, 
28.86±9.48, and 24.31±8.07 respectively (Figure 6). Hayano 
et al. (27) reported perfusion CT blood flow (mL/100 g/min) 
was 86.8±46.7 for well differentiated RCs and 64.1±39.3 
for moderately differentiated RCs. Sun et al. (28) reported 
perfusion CT blood flow (mL/100 g/min) was 61.17±17.97 
for well differentiated colorectal cancers, 34.80±13.06 for 
moderately differentiated colorectal cancers, and 22.24±9.31 
for poorly differentiated colorectal cancers. Li et al. (29) 
reported perfusion CT blood flow (mL/100 g/min) was 
47.33±8.49, 38.06±7.44, and 36.66±14.26 for Dukes’ stage 
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A, B, and C tumors (30), respectively. In colorectal cancer, 
Goh et al. (6) reported that tumor blood flow measured 
by perfusion CT was significantly lower in patients who 
ultimately developed metastatic disease.

Results from DCE and IVIM MRI studies have been 
more mixed. Yeo et al. (7) reported Ktrans (min−1) showed 
a significant inverse correlation with T staging, with T1 
tumor having a value of 0.132±0.080 and T2–4 tumor 
having a value of 0.104±0.030. Ciolina et al. (8) reported 
Kep (min−1) of RC was 1.08±0.80, 0.58±0.52, 0.26±0.22, for 
well differentiated, moderately differentiated, and poorly 
differentiated RCs, respectively. Therefore, the DDVD 
results in the current study are consistent with the results of 
Yeo et al. (7) and Ciolina et al. (8) in trend. Shen et al. (31) 
reported that Ktrans (min−1) was 0.118±0.032 for rectum 
wall and 0.267±0.071 for RC; however, they reported 
Ktrans for well differentiated RCs to be 0.182±0.153, 
for moderately differentiated RCs to be 0.280±0.067, 
and for poorly differentiated RCs to be 0.284±0.068.  
Lu et al. (10) reported IVIM PF was 0.18±0.09 for rectal wall 
and 0.13±0.03 for RC (this is the opposite of expectation); 
and PF was 0.14±0.03 for well/moderately differentiated 
RCs, and 0.12±0.04 for poorly differentiated RCs. Sun 
et al. (32) reported IVIM PF was 0.33±0.069 for well 
differentiated RCs, 0.26±0.059 for moderately differentiated 
RCs, and 0.24±0.0569 for poorly differentiated RCs (these 

PF values are exceedingly high). Surov et al. (9) reported 
there was no statistically significant difference in IVIM PF 
for moderately differentiated RCs (0.184±0.072) and poorly 
differentiated RCs (0.194±0.068), but with PF being slightly 
higher for poorly differentiated RCs. It has been recognized 
that both DCE-MRI and IVIM imaging can derive unstable 
results (33-36). Moreover, recent studies showed that in 
addition to physiological perfusion, IVIM PF is also heavily 
affected by tissue’s T2 time, with longer T2 time leading to 
a ‘depressed’ PF measure (37). For example, HCCs mostly 
show higher perfusion values compared with the adjacent 
normal liver tissue, reflecting their hypervascular nature 
(19,20). Paradoxically, most authors reported a decreased 
PF of HCC relative to the adjacent liver [such as: Penner 
et al. (38): 0.09 vs.0.18; Zhu et al. (39): 0.14 vs. 0.22; Woo 
et al. (40): 0.22 vs. 0.25; Shan et al. (41): 0.19 vs. 0.22; 
Hectors et al. (42): 0.18 vs. 0.23]. In contrast to perfusion 
CT results and DDVD results in this study, IVIM-PF 
had been measured lower for RC than in tumor-free rectal  
wall (10). Both for the case of HCC and RC, lower IVIM 
PF in the tumor than in adjacent normal tissue could be due 
to the increased T2 relaxation time of the tumor (37). 

There are many limitations to this study. This is a 
preliminary proof-of-concept study for DDVD application 
in RC perfusion assessment, whereas the DDVD protocol 
was not optimized. Though no difference was detected for 

Figure 4 DDVDr according to tumor classification. A marginally significant trend (Kruskal-Wallis test) was noted for clinically advanced 
tumors [(A) excluding mucinous tumors, P=0.09; (B) including mucinous tumors, P=0.08] associated with lower DDVDr. (C) A non-significant 
trend was noted with p D non-mucinous tumors had lower DDVDr than that of the w &m D non-mucinous tumors; and (D) a non-significant 
trend was noted with mrEMVI (+) non-mucinous tumors had higher DDVDr than that of mrEMVI (−) non-mucinous tumors. Bars: median 
value. DDVDr(b0b5), diffusion-derived vessel density ratio (RC to rectal wall) computed from b=0 and b=5 s/mm2 diffusion weighted 
images; mrEMVI, MRI-detected extramural vascular invasion; w & m D, well and moderately differentiated; p D, poorly differentiated; RC, 
rectal carcinoma; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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DDVD(b0b5) and DDVD(b0b10) in this study, our earlier 
study showed that DDVD(b0b2) is better in assessing 
hepatocellular carcinoma than DDVD(b0b10), which is 
consistent with the initial definition of DDVD (11). The 
data were initially acquired for IVIM analysis. Our recent 
experience shows increasing NEX can improve DDVD 
measure stability (i.e., repeatability and reproducibility), 
and since the DDVD protocol is very fast, higher NEX 
will be practically feasible. Drawing ROIs along rectal wall 
is difficult and can be contaminated by the partial volume 
effect. The DDVD difference between histological gradings 
and between mrEMVI (−) and mrEMVI (+) cases were 
both not statistically significant. This on one side reflects 
the magnitudes of the differences were small, on the other 
side reflects our study was not statistically powered to 
detect these differences. In one patient, tumor-free rectal 

wall signals at b=5 and 10 s/mm2 images were higher than 
tumor-free rectal wall signal at b=0 images, thus data of 
this patient was excluded from analysis. That tumor-free 
rectal wall signal at b=5 and 10 mm2/s image being higher 
than tumor-free rectal wall signal at b=0 mm2/s image 
would be unreasonable. MRI signal is affected by many 
factors including motion artifacts and scaling factor. Again, 
increasing the NEX will be one of the means to overcome 
measurement instabilities. Another limitation is that we had 
only 15 patients with mucinous RC, thus subgroup analysis 
for mucinous RCs was not feasible. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, DDVD analysis suggests that the majority of 
RCs are hypervascular. RC’s DDVD results appear to agree 

Figure 5 A graphic comparison of DDVD results in this study [(A1) and (A2), unit: arbitrary unit (au)/pixel] and (B) the perfusion CT blood 
flow (mL/100 g/min) and/or blood volume (mL/100 g) results of (A) Sahani et al. (4) and (C1,C2) Bellomi et al. (5). CT data are re-plotted 
from (4,5). SD, standard deviation; DDVD(b0b5), diffusion-derived vessel density computed from b=0 and b=5 s/mm2 diffusion weighted 
images; Wall, tumor-free rectal wall; RC, rectal carcinoma; CI, confidence interval; DDVD, diffusion-derived vessel density; CT, computed 
tomography.
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with literature CT perfusion results which have been more 
consistent compared with DCE MRI or IVIM literature 
results. Our future studies will include the evaluation of 
DDVD pixelwise mapping (43). Upon further technical 
optimizations, DDVD may be a clinically applicable 
imaging biomarker for RC perfusion assessment. 
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Supplementary

Figure S1 A rectal carcinoma patient without mrEMVI. (A,B)  T2-weighted axial images; (C) T2-weighted coronal image; (D) T1-weighted 
Gadolinium enhanced coronal image. mrEMVI, MRI-detected extramural vascular invasion; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure S2 Two rectal carcinoma patients with mrEMVI (arrows). (A1,B1) T2-weighted coronal images. (A2,B2) T1 weighted Gadolinium 
enhanced coronal image. (A1) and (A2) are one patient, and (B1) and (B2) are one patient. mrEMVI, MRI-detected extramural vascular 
invasion; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.


